
MONTESSORI IN MOTION

NO SCHOOL 

7:00PM Parents Education Night 
Parents Only Please!

Topic: Soothing Enrichment

Small Hands Fundraiser Ends!

10:00 - 12:00
Please bring costume in a separate bag 
clearly labeled with your child's name!
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SNOW POLICY: WE NEVER HAVE LATE STARTS. MIM will close only if the UP Schools 
close for the entire day for any of the classes. Listen to local radio or  TV stations or 
check the Internet for closure announcements.

When you shop at smile.amazon.com, Amazon 
donates to your favorite charitable organization 

which we hope will be us. All products on 
Amazon can be found on smile. 

Amazon, just register Montessori in Motion as 
your charity.

IF OPEN, WE OPEN ON TIMEIF OPEN, WE OPEN ON TIME
    

November 9th, Picture Retakes
November 11th, Veterans Day No School
November 17th - 18th, Parent Teacher Conferences 
(Early Dismissal)  
November 24th - 25th, Thanksgiving Break No School 
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	Text38: Hello everyone and welcome to October. With the weather getting cooler, please be sure to bring in a warm jacket for your child as we go outside everyday. Also, if you have not yet brought in your child's earthquake kit please be sure to do so. In this kit should be an extra bottle,72 hour supply of formula, and some non-perishable foods for in case of emergencies.For the month of October we will be learning a poem about Autumn leaves and focusing on the ASL sign for “milk”. We will also be focusing on the color orange, and our craft will be making footprint pumpkins.Our Poem"Autumn winds begin to blow (blow with your mouth)Colored leaves fall fast and slow (falling motion with fingers)Turning, whirling, all around (swaying hands side to side)Til at last, they touch the ground (touch the ground)"Having so many young friends in our classroom at the moment I wanted to talk about tummy time and its importance. At Montessori in Motion we do tummy time all throughout the day. We give each child a chance to be on their stomach and practice lifting their heads and pushing up with their arms to strengthen their core muscles. Sometimes the tummy time session is only 30 seconds, but then other times they last for 5 minutes or longer ! It all depends on what the individual child is comfortable with. We know that placing a child face down, when awake and alert, piques their curiosity and encourages to lift their head and push up on their arms. These actions helps develop a child's gross motor skills. If a child does not like being on their stomach we do not push the child and make them stay on their stomach if they are distressed, but we do encourage them to be on their tummies for even a few seconds at a time before rolling them over or holding them. We, as teachers, also get down on our stomachs with the child and engage with them to make the experience more enjoyable! Another way we encourage children who don’t like to be down on their stomachs is to lay them on an incline in our laps, giving them a slight lift but still having the child in a position where they are encouraged to use their own muscles!Happy October, Ms. Carolyn 
	Text36: Language: (Poem) Autumn leaves Gross motor: Rolling overFine motor: Waving
	37: Craft: footprint pumpkinASL: Milk Color: orange


